Make Magic Happen.

OC Digital Studio is your one-stop solutions provider for full systems integration and equipment
sales with services including consulting, design engineering, installation, proof of performance,
support and training. We feel our comprehensive services will fully address your project’s needs based
on our experience designing all levels of systems from innovative broadcasting solutions with filebased encoding utilizing New Media re-purposing and archive to complex automated digital broadcast
master control facilities and file-based HD camera control centers.
At OC Digital Studio we have an extensive list of vendor partners. We work very closely with our
manufacturers on a daily basis so we can offer the best solutions to integrate seamlessly and deliver the
means to take your business to a higher level.
Our commitment at OC Digital Studio is to maintain a wide variety of products and tools to help
today’s professionals clearly and effectively convey their messages. We have the brand names you’ve
come to trust and rely on and the new products we know will be important in the future.
Our products have been battle-tested to ensure that when we recommend a solution – we know it
will live up to the needs of your project.
OC Digital Studio can handle every aspect of studio design for the Public Access (PEG), School,
Corporate, and Government markets. We start at the initial design level for new construction, through
remodeling and upgrading of existing studio locations, or conversion of existing spaces into studio
designs and providing the latest in video recording, editing, and playback solutions.
With our expertise in studio design, OC Digital Studio can walk you through all the necessary
steps to ensure perfect performance. We can help you lay out the floor plan and wiring for multicamera shoots and teleprompter displays. OC Digital Studio will design for you a control studio
workflow that minimizes boring and repetitive tasks and maximizes your creativity and productivity.
OC Digital Studio can also provide help in designing portable studio equipment and remote
camera installs so you can have the equipment you need where it is needed. From rolling racks used
in schools and offices to fully portable transportation solutions and remote operated pan/tilt/zoom
cameras, OC Digital Studio can help you make sure you always have the studio you want, where you
want it.

Contact Us: www.OCDigitalStudio.com Local: (949) 244-0777 Long Distance: (877) 724-4200

